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The data mining is that finding the concealment unknown, beforehand, the latent 
useful information non-ordinary process from the large-scale database data. At the 
same time, association rule is an important technology in the data mining. also it is the 
most conventional data mining local pattern in the instruction study system. The 
genetic algorithms is one kind based on the biological theory of evolution and the 
molecular genetics overall situation stochastic search algorithm. 
This article has carried on the elaboration and the research separately to the 
genetic algorithms and the association rule. And in this foundation, has further studied 
based on the genetic algorithms association rule data mining. First this article has 
carried on the analysis to the genetic algorithms essential technology, including the 
fitness function design, the genetic operator operation and so on, applied the real 
number code in particular in the chromosome code, theoretically explained how 
applies the genetic algorithms solution actual problem. Next elaborated in the analysis 
genetic algorithms foundation how unifies with the association rule, carries on the 
excavation to the database the technology. Moreover in order to the better excavation 
association rule, proposed one increase association rule attribute computational method, 
namely from original support, the confidence attribute increases a rule --- attention rule 
again the method, improved formerly has been connected in the method only to depend 
upon the rule usually support and the confidence appraises the association thing the 
characteristic, thus caused to the association rule contained has more information, even 
more was helpful to user's understanding. 
This article uses the algorithm which the genetic algorithms and the association 
rule unifies to seek the optimal solution, enhanced the usual association rule algorithm 
(for example the Apriori algorithm) to process the large-scale database the efficiency, 
avoid the resources waste. Indicated through the experiment, this algorithm practical 
and feasible, the feasibility good, obtains the result is also easy to understand. 
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Computation)，基于遗传的机器学习(Genetic Learning)和遗传规划(Genetic 
Programming)。 
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第二章  数据挖掘技术 
2.1  数据挖掘的产生 
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